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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider sums of type si=1 1ai , where the ai ’s are positive integers.
We distinguish two cases:
1<a1<a2< } } } <as (1)
or
1a1a2 } } } as (2)
Erdo s asked the following question (see [1] p. 41): is it true that if (1)
holds and si=1 (1ai)<2 then there exist =i=0 or 1 such that
:
s
i=1
=i
ai
<1 and :
s
i=1
1&=i
ai
<1?
The following simple construction shows that the answer is negative:
let [ai]=[divisors of 120 with the exception of 1 and 120]. Then
si=1 1ai=d | 120 1d&1+(1120)=_(120)120&1+(1120)=2&1120.
If si=1 =i ai<1 then 
s
i=1 =i ai1&1120, if 
s
i=1 (1&=i )ai<1 then
si=1 (1&=i)ai1&(1120), therefore the sum 
s
i=1 1ai cannot be
decomposed so that si=1 =i ai<1 and 
s
i=1 (1&=i)ai<1.
In Theorem 1 we treat a far more general problem:
Theorem 1. For every n2 there exist integers 1<a1<a2< } } } <as
such that si=1 1ai<n and this sum cannot be split into n parts so that all
partial sums are 1.
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Theorem 2 shows that in the construction of Theorem 1 the difference
n&si=1 1ai must be very small if n is large.
Theorem 2. Let n  2. If 1 < a1 < a2 < } } } < as are integers and
si=1 1ai<n(1&e
1&n) then this sum can be decomposed into n parts so that
all partial sums are 1.
Turning now to condition (2), i.e. allowing repetition of integers, it is
conjectured by Erdo s, Graham and Spencer (see [1] p. 41) that if
si=1 1ai<n&130 then the ai can be split into n sequences a
( j )
i , 1 jn,
so that i 1a ( j )i 1 for all j. (This is not true for 
s
i=1 1ai=n&130 as
shown e.g. by a1=2, a2=a3=3, a4= } } } =a5n&3=5.) We can prove only
a weaker assertion:
Theorem 3. If 1a1a2 } } } as are integers and si=1 1ain&12
then this sum can be decomposed into n parts so that all partial sums are 1.
Remark. We can improve n&12 to n&37 by similar arguments but
much longer calculation. Since 37 is far from the suspected limit 130 we
do not include the detailed proof here.
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 13
The proof of Theorem 1 will be based on two lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let n2 and 0=b0<b1< } } } <bn real numbers such that
bi+1&bibi&bi&1, i=2, 3, ..., n&1 and bn is sufficiently large. Then there
exist prime numbers p1 , p2 , ..., ps satisfying
(i) pi+1>p1.05i
(ii) 0<bn& :
s
i=1
1
pi
<
1
p1.05s
(iii)
1
ps
>bn&bn&1
(iv) :
s
i=1
1
pi
>bn&1.
Proof of Lemma 1. We shall use the well known fact that if x is suf-
ficiently large then there exists a prime number in the interval (x, x+x23).
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Case 1. b1.12n&1<bn&bn&1
Construction: Let s=1 and
p1=
1
bn
+\ 1bn+
23
,
where 0<$<1.
This construction is adequate:
(i) no requirement.
(ii) bn>
1
p1
=
1
1
bn
+\ 1bn+
23=
bn
1+$b13n
=bn&$b43n +
$ 2b53n
1+$b13n
>bn&b43n .
Since p1<2bn , i.e. bn<2p1 , hence b43n <2
43p431 , therefore
0<bn&
1
p1
<b43n <
243
p431
<
1
p1.051
.
(iii)
1
p1
>bn&b43n >
bn
2

bn
n
bn&bn&1.
(iv)
n
n&1
bn&1bn , because
bn=(b1&b0)+(b2&b1)+ } } } +(bn&bn&1)n(bn&bn&1),
therefore
1
p1
>bn&b43n bn&\ nn&1 bn&1+
43
bn&243b43n&1
>bn&b1.1
2
n&1>bn&1.
Case 2. b1.1s+1n&1 <bn&bn&1b
1.1s
n&1 , s2
Construction: We want to choose the pi ’s so that for all 1 js&1
:
j
i=1
1
pi
=bn&1&$j b1.1
j
n&1 , (3)
where 1$j<2 (and $0=1).
We assume that for some 0ks&2 we have the prime numbers
p1 , p2 , ..., pk with property (3). Then we will choose the prime number pk+1
so that (3) is true if j=k+1. If bn (and therefore also bn&1) is sufficiently
small, then there exists a prime number pk+1 such that
pk+1=
1
$k b1.1
k
n&1
+
1.5+=
$ 2k b
1.1k0.9
n&1
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with |=|<0.1. Then (3) holds with j=k+1 because
1
pk+1
=
1
1
$k b1.1
k
n&1
+
1.5+=
$ 2k b
1.1k0.9
n&1
=
$k b1.1
k
n&1
1+
(1.5+=) b1.1k0.1n&1
$k
=$k b1.1
k
n&1&(1.5+=) b
1.1k+1
n&1 +
(1.5+=)2
$k
b1.1k 1.2n&1
1+
(1.5+=) b1.1k 0.1n&1
$k
,
where
}
(1.5+=)2
$k
b1.1k 1.2n&1
1+
(1.5+=) b1.1k0.1n&1
$k
}<0.4b1.1k+1n&1 .
For the selection of the last prime number ps we set the requirement
:
s
i=1
1
pi
=bn&$b1.1
s+1
n&1 ,
where 0<$<1. Let bn&s&1i=1 1pi=bn&bn&1+$s&1 b
1.1s&1
n&1 =$sb
1.1s&1
n&1 .
Since bn&bn&1b1.1
s
n&1<b
1.1s&1
n&1 , therefore 1<$s<3. Now we choose ps the
following way:
ps=
1
$sb1.1
s&1
n&1
+
=
$ 2s b
1.1s&10.79
n&1
,
where 0<=<1. Then
1
ps
=
1
1
$sb1.1
s&1
n&1
+
=
$ 2s b
1.1s&10.79
n&1
=
$sb1.1
s&1
n&1
1+
=
$s
b1.1s&10.21n&1
=$sb1.1
s&1
n&1 &=b
1.1s+1
n&1 +
=2
$s
b1.1s&11.42n&1
1+
=
$s
b1.1s&10.21n&1
>$sb1.1
s&1
n&1 &b
1.1s+1
n&1 .
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This construction is adequate:
(i) if 2 j<s then according to (3)
bn&1&2b1.1
j&1
n&1 < 
j&1
i=1
1
pi
bn&1&b1.1
j&1
n&1 ,
bn&1&2b1.1
j
n&1< :
j
i=1
1
pi
bn&1&b1.1
j
n&1 ,
hence
0.5b1.1 j&1n&1 <b
1.1 j&1
n&1 &2b
1.1 j
n&1<
1
pj
<2b1.1 j&1n&1 ,
therefore pj>p1.05j&1 , if 2 j<s.
Finally 1ps<3b1.1
s&1
n&1 implies ps>p
1.05
s&1.
(ii) 0.5b1.1s&1n&1 <
1
ps
, hence 0.4b1.1s&11.05n&1 <
1
p1.05s
, therefore
0<bn& :
s
i=1
1
pi
<b1.1s+1n&1 <0.4b
1.1s&11.05
n&1 <
1
p1.05s
.
(iii)
1
ps
>bn&b1.1
s+1
n&1 &(bn&1&b
1.1s&1
n&1 )>bn&bn&1 .
(iv) :
s
i=1
1
pi
>bn&b1.1
s+1
n&1 , b
1.1s+1
n&1 <bn&bn&1 , hence :
s
i=1
1
pi
>bn&1 . K
Lemma 2. Let 0=c0<c1< } } } <cn be real numbers, where cn is suf-
ficiently small, and p1 , p2 , ..., ps be primes so that pi+1>p1.05i , 0<
cn&si=1 1pi<1p
1.05
s . Then there exists at most one system of coefficients
[= ( j )i : =
( j )
i =0 or 1, j=1, ..., n, i=1, ..., s and 
n
j=1 =
( j )
i =1 for every i ],
satisfying si=1 =
( j )
i picj&cj&1 for every j.
Proof of Lemma 2. Assume that = ( j )i and =i$
( j ) are suitable. Then there
are k, l so that = (l )k {=k$
(l ). The conditions imply
cl&cl&1&
1
p1.05s
< :
s
i=1
= (l )i
pi
cl&cl&1
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and
cl&cl&1&
1
p1.05s
< :
s
i=1
=i$( l)
pi
cl&cl&1 .
Thus we obtain
&1
p1.05s
 :
s
i=1
=(l )i &=i$
(l )
pi

1
p1.05s
.
Let k be the smallest number i, where = (l )i {=i$
(l ). We can assume that
=(l )k =1, =k$
(l )=0. Then
:
s
i=1
= (l )i &=i$
(l )
pi

1
pk
& :
s
i=k+1
1
pi

1
pk
& :
s
i=k+1
1
p1.05i&kk

1
pk
& :

i=k+1
1
p1+0.05(i&k)k
=
1
pk
&
1
pk ( p0.05k &1)
>
0.5
pk
>
1
p1.05k
,
which is a contradiction. K
Proof of Theorem 1. Let x be a sufficiently large real number and
xq1<q2< } } } <ql<ql+1 consecutive primes so that li=1 1qi<n, but
l+1i=1 1qi>n.
If the sum li=1 1qi cannot be split into n parts with each partial sum
1, then we are done.
If there exists a suitable decomposition, then let di=1&si , where si is
the sum of the elements in the i th partial sum. Since mj=1 1qij{1, hence
di{0. Let di1di2 } } } din , bj=
j
k=1 dik (b=0). If x is sufficiently large
then ni=1 di=n&
l
i=1 1qi is sufficiently small, therefore we can use
Lemma 1. Thus we obtain the prime numbers p1 , p2 , ..., ps . The values 1pi
cannot be placed into the partial sums determined by the (1qi)’s, because
according to (iv) there must be at least one 1pj in each di , but because of
(iii) there is no room in din for any 1pj .
Assume now that there exists another suitable decomposition of
li=1 1qi . If the values 1pj obtained previously cannot fill in the (new)
gaps d i$ then we are done. Otherwise (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1 guarantee that
the conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied with cj= ji=1 d i$, hence the values
1pj can fill in the gaps d i$ only one way.
Now we repeat the whole argument for li=1 1qi+
s
j=1 1pj (instead of
li=1 1qi), i.e. choose new primes p$1 , ..., p$s$ and by Lemma 1 their recipro-
cals cannot fill in the (again new) gaps di".
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Now we consider a third suitable decomposition of li=1 1qj , and fill in
the gaps (if possible) with the values 1pi and 1pi$ . By Lemma 2 this can
be done uniquely (if at all). Etc.
Since li=1 1qi has only finitely many decompositions, this algorithm
will terminate. K
Proof of Theorem 2. First we show that the sum of reciprocals of
2, 3, ..., [en&1] can be split into n parts so that each partial sum is 1.
We use the greedy algorithm. Assume that we get first stuck with
the number 1i. Then each partial sum obtained sofar is >1&1i,
hence i&1j=2 1j>n(1&(1i)), i.e. i(i&1) 
i&1
j=2 1j>n. The sequence
i(i&1)i&1j=2 1j is monotonically increasing. Since
[en&1]
[en&1]&1
:
[en&1]&1
j=2
1
j
<
[en&1]
[en&1]&1
log en&1n,
this implies that we cannot get stuck, hence the sum of reciprocals of
2, 3, ..., [en&1] can be split into n parts so that each partial sum is 1.
Now we consider the general case. If ai<en&1, then we cannot get stuck
by the previous argument. If ai>en&1 and we stuck, then each partial sum
obtained sofar is >1&1ai , hence
n \1& 1ai+< :
i&1
j=1
1
aj
< :
s
j=1
1
aj
<n(1&e1&n)
which means ai<en&1, a contradiction. K
Proof of Theorem 3. We prove by induction on n+s.
If n+s=2 then the assertion is trivial.
Assume that the assertion is true for n+s<k, and consider the case
n+s=k. Let mj=|[i : ai= j ]|.
If there exists a number j such that m2j2, then replacing two values of
12j by a single 1j the assertion is true by induction.
If there exists a number j, such that m2j&12j&1, then replacing 2j&1
values of 12j&1 by single 1, the assertion is true using the induction.
If for all 1 jn we have m2j&12j&2 and m2j1 then let the j th
partial sum be m2j&1 2j&1+m2j 2j<1.
Hence we could properly arrange all ai elements satisfying ai2n.
We show that for elements ai>2n we cannot get stuck. Assume the
converse, then each partial sum obtained sofar is >1&1ai , hence
n \1& 1ai+< :
i&1
j=1
1
aj
< :
s
j=1
1
aj
n&
1
2
,
which means ai<2n, a contradiction. K
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